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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Social media platforms generate user profiles to recommend informational resources including targeted advertisements. The technical possibilities of user profiling methods go beyond the classification of individuals into types of potential customers. They enable
the transformation of implicit identity claims of individuals into
explicit declarations of identity. As such, a key ethical challenge
of social media profiling is that it stands in contrast with people’s
ability to self-determine autonomously, a core principle of the right
to informational self-determination.
In this research study, we take a step back and revisit theories of personal identity in philosophy that underline two constitutive metaprinciples necessary for individuals to self-interpret autonomously:
justification and control. That is, individuals have the ability to
justify and control essential aspects of their self-concept. Returning
to a philosophical basis for the value of self-determination serves
as a reminder that user profiling is essentially normative in that it
formalizes a person’s self-concept within an algorithmic system.
To understand whether social media users would want to justify
and control social media’s identity declarations, we conducted a
vignette survey study (N = 368). First, participants indicate a strong
preference for more transparency in social media identity declarations, a core requirement for the justification of a self-concept.
Second, respondents state they would correct wrong identity declarations but show no clear motivation to manage them. Finally, our
results illustrate that social media users acknowledge the narrative
force of social media profiling but do not strongly believe in its
capacity to shape their self-concept.

Ethics of artificial intelligence, user profiling, personal identity,
social media, autonomy.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics → User characteristics; • Security and privacy → Social aspects of security and privacy.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Social media platforms enable advertisers to create and target user
audiences based on the identification, processing, and analysis of
several thousand user attributes such as likes, interests, beliefs,
behaviors, relationships, moral convictions, and political leanings
[3, 18, 50, 55, 65, 69]. User profiling techniques infer identity claims
of users based on views and clicks, visual data such as images and
videos, or the number and types of “followers” or “friends” [11, 18,
20, 21, 39, 45, 47, 70]. There is growing recognition in user profiling
and user modeling communities that such profiling techniques
create unique ethical challenges [3, 30, 63].
These challenges typically fall back on the inability of users to
access, understand, and contest automatically-generated identity
claims based on their personal data. Specifically, they arise from the
restricted ability of social media users to exercise their right to informational self-determination, a central right of many privacy laws
around the world. The right to informational self-determination
rests on the fundamental idea that it is critical for individuals to
freely and autonomously “self-determine” or “self-develop” [8, 36,
46, 49, 59]. The right to informational self-determination mandates
that it is critical for individuals to be able to exercise control over
their personal information. In the face of technologies that analyze
the sentiment of users based on speech or visual data [18, 19, 57, 58]
or that interpret data that users have shared unintentionally [2], the
notion of individual control over personal data as a feasible mechanism for informational self-determination is, however, severely
challenged.
In this paper, we offer a partly philosophical and a partly empirical account to address this problem field. From a philosophical
perspective, we aim to make the following two contributions. First,
we return to scholarship on the fundamental value of autonomous

self-determination offered by philosophical theories of personal
identity. Philosophical theories of personal identity conceptualize necessary procedural criteria that enable an individual to form
a self-concept. Personal identity is an essentially contested concept and, as such, inherently procedural—disputes on the concept’s
boundaries are essential to the concept itself [42, 54].1 In contrast,
when essentially contested concepts become subjected to digital
formalism, they are fixated by definitions that work optimally only
under the constraints of computability. The analysis of theories of
personal identity can illustrate to us, perhaps again, the enormous
power of social media user profiling in determining all procedural
elements that exist between personal data and their analysis as
declarations of identity: the power to create user profiles over time,
the power to change or correct user profiles when needed, as well
as the power to change the rules by which user profiles can be
generated, changed, or corrected.
Second, the generation of digital representations of personal
identity necessarily creates normative trade-offs. We present one
normative trade-off by referring to what we call “model fitness.”
Here we ask whether the digital representation of an individual’s
self-concept should align as much as possible with how a person
would self-determine in order to respect that person’s autonomy.
Social media platforms have the power to decide what types of
data and what amounts of data are sufficient to justify an identity
claim about a user. Social media platforms control “model fitness.”
We exemplify this phenomenon by referring to the literature on
“window sliding” in learning tasks with concept drift adaptation
[26, 38, 41, 71] and collaborative filtering [29].
We further take it that the power of social media profiling to
make identity claims about billions of users is a strong argument
in favor of usable transparency that allows users to view (understand their justification) and correct (exercise control over) such
identity claims. Here, we engage in another trade-off: if people
could view and correct identity claims of social media profiling,
then such identity claims could influence a person’s self-concept.
Social media identity claims could undermine a person’s autonomy
to self-determine under conditions of transparency when people
see, reflect on, and internalize “how a machine interprets” them.
Transparency could empower social media identity claims rather
than people’s autonomy to self-determine.
Subsequently, we have conducted an empirical vignette study
to understand how individuals (N = 368) evaluate social media’s
identity claims with regard to accuracy, transparency, and control.
We find that people believe social media user profiling can make accurate judgments about essential aspects of their personal identity,
but that they prefer privacy over accuracy. Moreover, people show a
strong desire for transparency defined as the ability to view and understand declarations of identity by social media platforms. While
people state that they want to compare whether such identity declarations align with their own self-concept, they believe that these
do not influence their self-concept. Our study provides evidence
that people assert that social media identity claims do not feed back
into their own self-concept when they are made transparent and
intelligible.

With this work, we seek to contribute to scholarship on the
relation and interaction between humans and their algorithmically
generated identity declarations. We provide a philosophical lens on
the value of self-determination as the process to justify and control
essential aspects of a person’s self-concept. The conceptualization
of autonomy through personal identity creates a firm foundation
for determining the ethical challenges of social media user profiling.
With a vignette survey study, we take a tangible step towards
understanding how people actually evaluate algorithmic identity
declarations by social media platforms.
Before we move on to the next section, we would like to offer
a disclaimer: In this work, we do not claim that social media user
profiling generates personal identity or suggest that the resulting
profiles can be considered as equal to a person’s self-concept. We
do not engage in arguments that draw an ontological comparison
between a user profile and the person behind it. In other words,
we do not claim that social media user profiling leads to a user
profile that is the personal identity of the individual. Rather, we observe that social media user profiling procedures possess a unique,
technologically-afforded narrative force that computationally fixates the interpretative potential of a person’s self-concept. This
fixation creates ethical challenges when user profiling algorithms
turn a person’s personal data into declarations of identity that a
person cannot view, cannot understand, and cannot contest.

1 Please

2 See,

note that this account focuses exclusively on Western approaches to philosophical theories of personal identity.
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SOCIAL MEDIA USER PROFILING IS
FUNDAMENTALLY NORMATIVE

Our analysis considers user profiling procedures for social media
advertisement. All major social media platforms offer a marketing
page with an interface2 where marketers can select desirable user
attributes3 for targeted advertising.
Previous work on social media profiling has summarized what
kind of user attributes social media profiling generates. Such profiles
consist of user inferences based on online data (e.g., user-generated
content on the platform) as well as offline data (e.g., data integrated
from data brokers) [3, 65]. User profiling for social media generates
sophisticated representations of users based on demographic information including age or gender as well as information associated
with user behaviors, preferences, and intentions [1, 12, 16, 27, 68].
Inferences are in part based on “explicit identity claims” (e.g., explicitly stated profession or sexual orientation) as well as on “implicit
identity claims.” Implicit identity claims are “given off” by an individual rather than consciously communicated [56, 62]. Implicit
identity claims are inferences users communicate indirectly, for
example, through their affiliations to certain individuals, social or
institutional groups, preferences, and interests expressed in a nonspecific manner. Explicit and implicit identity claims can comprise
behaviors (e.g., clicks or views) and beliefs (expressions of interest,
intentions, convictions, etc.) [3, 65]. Social media targeting tools
offer marketers the option to select an audience (a group of users)
based on whether they “possess” or do not “possess” a desirable
attribute. Aimeur has provided a comprehensive list of the types of
attributes (i.e., identity claims) analyzed for user profiling including

3 We

for example, Meta audience insights or Instagram audience insights.
refer to such user attributes as “declarations of identity.”

name, age, address, identity of friends, sexual orientation, political views, smoker yes/no, pregnancy/wedding, interests, credit
score, home value, and others [2]. To understand the normative
dimensions of user profiling on social media, the technological instantiation of a user’s profile, for example as a feature vector [7], is
not significant for this analysis. What is relevant is the algorithmic
mapping function implemented to assign attributes to users based
on their data. Any mapping process from user data to user inference digitally fixates the interpretative potential of an individual
user. We refer to this process as the generation of a formalistic
self-concept. By essentially determining this interpretative potential
within an algorithmic frame, mapping functions become normative, for example, when they prioritize user data to constitute an
attribute while failing to consider others.
In philosophy, a person’s self-concept is procedural, contextual,
and contestable [5, 10, 23]. Recent work in Science and Technology Studies has outlined that profiling socially contested concepts
through mathematical formalism without accounting for their full
meaning creates so-called abstraction and formalism traps [54].
Abstraction and formalization necessarily involve a process of imperfect translation: no model (or profile) is large enough to include
all characteristics of an informational object. Similarly, in philosophy, no single theory of personal identity contains all constitutive
principles that make up personhood. Indeed, it is the disagreement
on fundamental conceptual features that creates the essential demarcations of a contested concept such as freedom, privacy, autonomy
and so on [42]. In user profiling for social media advertisement,
abstraction is constrained by two core conditions: First, by the
purpose for which the object is profiled—here for commercial purposes (marketing)—and, second, by the mathematical constraints
of computability. Regarding the latter, not all features of an object can be modeled by computational resources; for example, the
phenomenological experience of human consciousness cannot— in
principle—be captured by computational means.4 Overall, philosophical theories of personal identity offer a useful conceptual
framework to understand the normativity of generating formalistic
self-concepts.

3

JUSTIFICATION AND CONTROL: TWO
META-PRINCIPLES OF PERSONAL
IDENTITY

In the following section, we detail how three influential theories of
personal identity lay out procedural criteria that enable a person to
form a self-concept autonomously.5 Attributable to philosophical
scholarship, such procedural requirements are subject to productive
dispute. Yet, a body of philosophical scholarship on personal identity [22, 51–53, 60, 61] agrees on two constitutive meta-principles
4 Theories

on the phenomenological self by Dan Zahavi [67] develop a notion of
personal identity that falls back on phenomenological experience.
5 Personal identity conceptually differs from theories of personality. An account of
personality is, for example, the prominent Big-Five (BFM) model of personality [32].
The BFM subscribes to personality theories that suggest personality to consist of
context-consistent, quantitatively-assessable, enduring traits. In contrast, personal
identity explains how individuals come to form a persistent self-concept. While such
a self-concept may comprise a set of traits, it is the set of principles by which an
individual’s self-concept develops that is the focus of philosophical theories of personal
identity.

necessary for individuals to self-interpret autonomously: individuals have the ability to justify and control essential elements of their
self-concept.6 Some philosophers place the source of individuals’
abilities to justify and control essential aspects of their self-concept
in the individual only (e.g., [10, 37]); other theorists argue that social
agents partake in the formation of a self-concept [51, 52, 60, 61].

3.1

Harry Frankfurt’s second-order desires

In “Freedom of the Will and Concept of a Person,” Harry Frankfurt
developed a notion of personal identity grounded in the structure
of human will [22]. Humans are capable of evaluating the desirability of their desires. A person also cares about the desirability
of their desires. Frankfurt calls such desires “second-order desires”
that are desires about desires or wants about wants. The object of
a first-order desire is a state of affair, while a second-order desire’s
state of affair is a first-order desire. The desirability of our desires is
ethically significant. For example, a person can want to want to eat
in a certain way. Vegetarianism, an ethical principle, governs how
a person acts on their first-order desire to eat. Frankfurt argues,
“only humans are capable of reflective self-evaluation manifested in
the formation of second-order desires” [22]. The essence of a person
lies in will, however, a person needs to be able to “become critically
aware of their own will” [22]. Individuals need critical reflection
to evaluate which of their desires are desirable. Persons are autonomous in determining which desire they want to be moved by
when acting. Repeated identification with a specific second-order
desire enables us to truly care for something.
Frankfurt’s theory of personal identity clearly presents a strong
ideal of what it means to be a person. Individuals are required
to engage in reflective justification of their second-order desires
to fully qualify as persons. There is little room for ambiguous or
even paradoxical desires that clearly constitute human experiences.
Frankfurt’s conception of personhood is an example of a theory
from “within”: his principles of personal identity are subjective and
can even be criticized as “solipsism.” External influences, cultural
or social, appear to restrict rather than help strengthen individuals’
ability to form a self-concept. Summarizing, Frankfurt’s secondorder desires stress the need for justifying one’s self-concept, while
the identification with a second-order desire underscores that persons can control what principles constitute their self-concept.

3.2

Charles Taylor’s weak and strong evaluator

The philosopher Charles Taylor deliberately tries to avoid “solipsistic tendencies” and points to the importance of social interaction for
the development of a self-concept. Taylor stresses the significance
others have for our capacity to evaluate what we desire [60]. Many
of our desires, wishes, hopes, attitudes, goals and so on develop only
in dialogue with others. Taylor places personal identity between
private and public spheres: Privately, a human being is a person
because of their reflective self-evaluative capacities that require
qualitative articulacy. Publicly, a person necessarily adopts such
qualitative articulacy by interaction with other individuals.
6 Other conceptualizations of hermeneutic personal identity also highlight—in some
way or another—the importance of the two meta-principles of justification and control
for a person’s self-concept (see, for example, [5, 24, 64]). However, they motivate these
principles with a different set of reasons.

Similar to Frankfurt’s first-order desires and second-order desires, Taylor distinguishes between so-called “weak” and “strong
evaluators”7 . A weak evaluator simply deliberates different options
on the basis of their convenience: their goal is to get the most overall satisfaction. Such an evaluator does not reflect on the qualitative
aspects of their choices. Non-qualitative evaluation leads to the
selection of a desired object or action because “of its contingent incompatibility with a more desired alternative” [61]. A weak evaluator
chooses something merely on circumstantial grounds. Their deliberation does not exceed a mere desirability calculation for choices to
provide some satisfaction. Taylor claims that persons can evaluate
what they are and shape whatever they wish to be on this basis.
Different from Frankfurt, however, the freedom to self-interpret
takes place between private and social spheres. This freedom (i.e.,
control) to self-define by evaluation (i.e, by justification) means
that persons can be made responsible for their self-concept [61].

self-concept (i.e., justification). A person’s social environment holds
a person accountable for the narrative they articulate.
Summary of philosophical theories of personal identity:
While differences exist between the theories by Frankfurt, Taylor,
and Schechtman, two meta-principles can be discerned: justification and control. First, a self-concept develops through reflective
justification. Individuals become persons when they justify their
self-concept—through reflective capabilities and in a narrative that
is negotiated between subjective and objective accounts. Second,
individuals can exert some control over their self-concept. While
the theories disagree over the degree of control individuals have in
forming an understanding of themselves, fundamentally, they all
suggest that personhood is grounded in an individual’s autonomy
to determine essential aspects of their hermeneutic identity. It is
for this reason that persons can justifiably be held responsible for
their own identity.

3.3

4

Maya Schechtman’s narrative
self-constitution view

The philosopher Marya Schechtman asserts that an autonomous
person has the capacity to psychologically organize a stream of
events into a culturally accepted form of a narrative “by which
we will come to think of ourselves as persisting individuals with a
single life story” [52]. The elements of a narrative that a person
can articulate constitute the person to a higher degree than those
elements that a person cannot articulate.
An individual compares, organizes, and relates experiences by
culturally-determined standards. It follows that no time-slice—any
momentary event that an individual experiences—is in any way
definitive for a person’s identity. Only when interpreted in the context of the narrative is such a time-slice a meaningful element of a
person.8 Telling a story is only one element of a person’s narrative.
Individuals form a narrative, but they also enact it and subsequently
criticize it: they are not only the authors of their narrative but their
protagonists and critics, too. As an author, a person tries to understand the meaning events have by integrating them into their
continuous narrative. A person is the critic of their narrative when
they come to reflect, evaluate, and criticize the actions they have
carried out. While the order in which these steps take place is
certainly dynamic, it demonstrates that a person plays different
roles within their own narrative—they are not simply describing
what they have experienced as a commentator or storyteller in the
literal meaning of the term. For Schechtman, a person’s narrative
is actively negotiated between subjective and objective accounts.
A person may have their own interpretation of a certain event;
however, their identity will be undermined if claims reach a level
of incomprehensibility for other people. A person’s choices and
actions must “flow intelligibly from (their) intentions, motives, passions, and purposes...” [52]. Without our narrative context, other
individuals cannot make sense of our choices and actions. The narrative view gives individuals freedom to shape (i.e., control) who
they wish to be, re-interpret their past and anticipate their future
7 Arguably,

a person that chooses merely on the basis of Frankfurt’s first-order desires
corresponds to Taylor’s weak evaluator.
8 “Whether or not a particular action, experience, or characteristic counts as mine is a
question of whether or not it is included in my self-narrative” [25].

TWO NORMATIVE TRADE-OFFS IN USER
PROFILING FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
MARKETING

We argue that social media profiling generates digitally formalized
identity claims of a person by mechanisms that do not sufficiently
allow for justification and control. In the following, we discuss two
normative trade-offs that result from the inherent normativity of
social media user profiling as discussed in Section 2.

4.1

Normative trade-off 1: The privacy versus
model fit trade-off

4.1.1 Concept drift challenges. One normative judgment user profiling is necessarily required to make is to determine when enough
data (or evidence) has been collected and analyzed to justify the
inference of a person’s attribute (i.e., an identity declaration). It is
a normative undertaking to decide when the amount of personal
data is sufficient to ensure proportionality between the user input
and the attribute inference. Is the inference proportional to a single
activity or expression of belief? Or is its proportionality dependent
on multiple consecutive expressions of the belief? Resolving such
questions, user profiling necessarily excludes user input from being
considered for drawing user inferences. Schechtman asserts that
individuals have the capacity to attribute meaning to a selection
of experiences that become part of their own unique narrative.
However, it is the narrative that is self-constituting, not the single
experience. It follows that no time-slice—any momentary event
that an individual experiences—is in any way definitive for a person’s identity. Such a time-slice is only a descriptive and meaningful
element of a person when interpreted in the context of the narrative.
Schechtman’s concept of a “time-slice” can be compared to the
concept of “window sliding” used in learning tasks with concept
drift adaption [26, 38, 41, 71]. Concept drift techniques are deployed
to gain knowledge from data stream changes. Drifts or changes in
a data stream can be either sudden or gradual. The former could be
a sudden new interest in a new subject, while the latter could be a
growing interest in moving to another country. In user profiling,
concept drift belongs to a class of challenges called dynamicity problems [48, 66]. Recommender systems apply dynamic user profiles
to offer more value to the user, who sees informational resources

they have only recently become interested in, and to the advertiser
that can bid for audiences with the most up-to-date profile.
Machine learning (ML) classifiers are able to respond to concept
drift—gradual, sudden, or reoccurring changes often in multiple
data streams—without “neglecting” the outdated data [71]. For example, sliding windows of fixed and variable sizes of training data
are used to build an updated model [26]. Since both fixed and variable windows are definite in their size, some old data will necessarily
be “forgotten.” What criteria determine which data are to be forgotten and which ones are to be considered in creating an updated
profile of a person? The promise of targeted advertisement rests on
the belief that more recent user data corresponds to a more accurate profile of the user. However, model fit, a continuously updated
model of a user’s profile, requires a potentially uninterrupted flow
of user data, raising privacy concerns [13]. The more time-slices
are created, the more accurate the representation of the user, but
the more user data is needed.
4.1.2 Lookalikes through Neighborhood-Based Collaborative Filtering. Collaborative filtering (CF) is one of the most widely applied
user modeling techniques in many recommender system. For example, as a user profiling technique, 𝑘-nearest neighbor relies on
the assumption of similarity between individuals [29]. Similar profiles presumably react similarly to certain informational items. The
advantage of CF is that one only requires a model of one of the
two—users or items—to model the other. Consequently, CF uses
items to model users and users to model items. The more users
evaluate informational resources, the more they help the system for
its predictive analysis of other users. Social media (as well as search
engines) offer their customers so-called “Lookalike Audiences.”9
With many marketers, Lookalikes are popular since they can use
their well-known customer base to target “similar” but potentially
new customers. Lookalikes are less privacy-invasive because they
use data that is already available to make inferences about a user.
Taylor’s and Frankfurt’s concept of a person, however, stresses
the ability of persons to decide what is desirable for them. 𝑘NNbased CF and Lookalikes work in the opposite way. They determine
the desirability of one’s desires as equal or at least similar to the
desirability of other, already “known” individuals’ desires, to use
Frankfurt’s nomenclature.

4.2

Normative trade-off 2: The transparency
versus autonomy trade-off

A key question is if people would actually care about model fit—an
accurate representation of their formalistic data narrative. Perhaps
individuals do, after all, live in the best of all possible worlds: they
draw enormous benefits from using social media and do not worry
about how their data is mapped to a spectrum of attribute inferences.
One way forward would be to enable individuals to understand and
correct inferences they do not agree with. Here, another normative
complication emerges. A person could gain autonomy from having
access to their social media’s identity declarations. However, these
identity declarations could in turn influence a person’s self-concept.
Should individuals get access in order to understand and contest
their “data narrative”? Providing explanations on “how the systems
9 See,

for example: https://www.facebook.com/business/help/164749007013531 accessed May 30, 2022.

works” has shown to increase users’ trust in many different recommender systems [9, 14, 17, 44]. Usable transparency allows users to
tell the system when an inference is presumptuous (or even wrong).
For example, a system could show users those identity declarations
that have been sold to marketers or that were based on implicit
identity claims. However, simply revealing—at least in part—the
content behind user profiles could support internalization and conformation to the proposed inferences. Perhaps individuals would
welcome such a degree of transparency as a mechanism to “offload”
the psychological work necessary to attribute meaning to certain
life events posted online [51–53]. Making inferences transparent
to the individual means recognizing their semantic power in shaping who individuals are and who they can become. This second
normative trade-off arises from the question of whether the autonomy gained from being able to understand such recommended
inferences outweighs a potential loss of autonomy when they become part of a person’s self-concept. This could mean that, today, a
person, their social network (offline and online), and social media
profiling identity declarations together participate in creating a
person’s self-concept.
The effect on individuals’ self-concept could be enhanced if social media user profiling generates specific identity declarations
repeatedly or even permanently. According to Frankfurt’s theory
of personal identity, a person attempts to form a self-concept that
stems from their care for what they desire. Frankfurt recognizes
that one can only care about something if it is for extended periods of time. Desires typically last for moments only: if one cared
about something for only a moment one could not be distinguished
from a person that acted out of impulse. How would users perceive
such recommended attribute inferences? Perhaps with little skepticism, since they would acknowledge the algorithmic output as
an objective and truthful interpretation of their wishes, wants, and
desires?

5

METHODS AND EXPERIMENTAL
PROCEDURE: VIGNETTE STUDY

To address the key questions arising from both normative trade-offs,
we conducted a vignette study that asked respondents a) whether
they believed social media profiling could accurately infer elements
of their self-concept, b) whether they considered accuracy of these
identity declarations to be desirable, c) whether they had motivation
to view and correct identity declarations, and d) whether they believed that social media identity declarations would influence their
self-concept if they were made transparent to them. The goal of
the vignette study was to take a tangible step towards understanding whether social media users preferred accuracy of social media
identity declarations over privacy (trade-off 1) and whether they
believed that social media identity declarations would influence
their self-concept (trade-off 2). Vignette studies have been extensively used in human computer interaction, psychology, and experimental philosophy to elicit participants’ explicit ethical judgments
in various hypothetical scenarios [4, 6, 15, 28, 31, 33, 34, 40, 43].
Moreover, with our vignette survey study, we follow calls for more
experimentally-informed AI ethics [35].
Our study was a within-subject design, we presented each respondent with the same hypothetical vignette scenario. First, the

vignette asked respondents to imagine that they are active users
on a social media platform (see the hypothetical vignette scenario
in Appendix A.1). As an active user, each respondent was told that
they regularly engage in typical actions on the social media platform. Participants read that they publish postings, share postings by
other users, and react to other users’ postings. Second, the vignette
introduced examples of data types each respondent shares with the
social media platform (gender, location, relationship status, social
contacts, content viewed, content clicked, etc.). Respondents were
told that the social media platform uses algorithms to draw conclusions about them based on the data they share in order to show
them more suitable content and advertisements. Third, the vignette
elaborated on the types of conclusions (i.e., identity declarations)
that the social media platforms draws about them. The vignette
explained that the platform collects data that users actively share
to draw conclusions about them. For example: “...when you provide
your real birthday, the platform uses this information to show you
content that it takes to be suitable for your age group.” Respondents
were also told that the platform draws conclusions about users
based on data that users may not be aware that they are sharing.
For example, “...since you share your location data, the platform tries
to conclude where you work and live. As another example, the platform also tries to conclude what hobbies you have based on your
friends’ activities.” Respondents were further told that, using their
data, the social media platform attempts to conclude their interests,
their political orientation, their religious beliefs, and aspects of
their personality (among others). Lastly, we asked respondents to
imagine that the platform “combines and stores” all conclusions
about them in a so-called “user data profile” (UDP). The vignette
explained to users that the social media platform uses the content of
their UDP to recommend relevant information and advertisements.
The hypothetical vignette scenario ended by telling respondents
that the social media platform generates all of its revenues from
personalized advertisement. We included two attention checks in
the vignette. All participants were active social media users.
After respondents had read the vignette and passed the attention
checks, they rated questions using a 7-point Likert scale. Questions
were divided into 5 categories and shown to respondents in random
order within these categories. The first two categories of questions
asked respondents whether they believed social media platforms
could make accurate judgments about them and whether the social
media platform should make accurate judgments about them. We
defined accuracy as a) general judgments, b) specific judgments, and
c) temporal judgments. The third and fourth set of questions asked
whether respondents desired to view and understand social media
judgments about them and whether they would change incorrect
judgments. Questions on respondents’ preference for transparency
included a) data collection & use, b) preference for understanding
conclusions of the social media platform, and c) preference for
transparency of their UDP (i.e., all identity declarations). Finally,
a fifth set of questions asked respondents whether social media
judgments would have an influence on their self-concept given
that respondents could view their UDP. We defined “influence”
as respondents’ willingness to a) compare elements of their UDP
with their self-concept, b) their willingness to reevaluate their selfconcept in light of the identity declarations in their UDP, and c)

their willingness to integrate elements of their UDP into their selfconcept that they would not have associated with their self-concept.
All questions are listed in Appendix A.3.
We recruited participants with Prolific. Based on pretests, we set
the expected completion time at 20 minutes, with a payout of USD
3.75 (above US minimum wage of 2021). Data collection started
on July 26, 2021 and ended on August 8, 2021. We recruited 458
respondents from the United States user base. 59 submissions were
excluded for failing one of two attention checks, 10 for duplicate
submissions, 9 for an unusually short response time, and 11 for
being invalid (e.g., no prolific ID). This resulted in a final sample
of 368 respondents (see demographics in the Appendix A.4). The
mean time of completion was 15.3 minutes.
Our home institution does not require an ethics approval for
questionnaire-based online studies. When conducting the study
and analyzing the data, we followed standard practices for ethical
research: presenting detailed study procedures, obtaining consent,
not collecting identifiable information or device data, and using a
survey service10 that guaranteed compliance with the European
Union’s General Data Protection Regulation. The study did not
include any deceptive practices. Subjects could drop out of the
study at any point. All data were fully anonymized, and the privacy
of all subjects was maintained at all times during the study.
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RESULTS

Respondents’ beliefs on the ability of social media platforms
to make accurate judgments about them (Fig. 1a). A majority
of respondents believed that social media algorithms could make
accurate and correct judgments about them in general (78.2%). While
66.2% of respondents were convinced that social media algorithms
could correctly judge “what is valuable to them,” just over half of
respondents said that social media algorithms can accurately reflect
who they are (51.1%). Most respondents believed that their UDP was
unique in comparison to other social media users (72.6%). However,
only a minority of respondents said that family and close friends
would be able to identify them by their UDP (45.5%).
Respondents’ beliefs on the ability of social media platforms to make accurate judgments about them on specific
attributes (Fig. 1b). Respondents believed that social media algorithms can accurately infer their interests (89.9%), their past (81.3%)
and future purchasing behaviors (64.5%), as well as their location
(77.4%). Just over half of those surveyed stated that social media
algorithms could accurately conclude who they meet (54.8%).
Respondents also said that social media algorithms are able to accurately conclude their political stance (80.5%) and, albeit with less
agreement, their religious beliefs (59.5%). Most respondents agreed
that social media algorithms can correctly infer their attitudes towards the COVID-19 vaccine (77.9%), climate change (74.6%), and
immigration (64.8%). However, respondents did not think that social
media profiling was able to differentiate between their private and
social self both online (35.5%) and offline (30.7%).
Respondents’ beliefs on the ability of social media platforms to make accurate temporal judgments about them
(Fig. 1c). Respondents believed that social media algorithms are
able to keep their UDP up to date (71.4%). Respondents stated that
10 SoSci
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Figure 1: (a) Respondents believe social media platforms (SMP) can make accurate judgements about them. UDP—user data
profile. (b) Respondents believe social media (SM) algorithms are able to accurately infer a variety of attributes including their
interests, purchases, location, political stance, or religious beliefs. Respondents do not believe SMP is able to distinguish who
they are in private vs. who they are in social contexts. (c) Respondents believe SMP is able to keep their UDP up to date, but that
their UDP does not tell an accurate story of their life. Note for all figures: results for “strongly agree” and “agree” are shown as
“agree,” results for “strongly disagree” and “disagree” are shown as “disagree.”
their UDP from a month ago still included accurate conclusions
(69.1%). However, just over half of respondents thought that their
UDP from a year ago was still accurate (51.4%). A majority of respondents said that the social media platform would be able to
conclude whether they had changed as a person after several years
of being a user (68.9%). In contrast, only a minority of respondents
believed that their entire UDP would tell an accurate story of their
life since they started using the platform (37.9%).

Respondents’ beliefs on the normativity of accurate social
media judgments (Fig. 2). Most respondents stated that they
wanted social media platform operators to ensure that their UDP
was accurate (72.4%). Just more than half of respondents wanted
social media operators to invest extra resources to make sure their
UDP was accurate (56.9%). However, only a minority of 28.8% of
respondents were in favor of trading their personal data for the
creation of their UDP. Importantly, respondents did not want to

Figure 2: Respondents prefer an accurate UDP but not at the expense of their privacy.

Figure 3: Respondents show great preference for transparency of (a) personal data collection & use, (b) conclusions SMP has
made about them, and (c) of their UDP.
trade their personal data for an accurate UDP: only 17.9% agreed
that the social media platform should collect as much personal data
as possible to ensure that their UDP was as accurate as possible.
Respondents’ preference for transparency of data collection & use (Fig. 3a). Respondents expressed their desire for transparency of personal data collection on social media, transparency
of conclusions the social media platform made about them based
on their data, and transparency of their UDP. Regarding data collection, most respondents stated that procedures of data collection
should be disclosed clearly and transparently to them (96.4%) and
that the social media platform should disclose how they collected
and used their personal data in general (96.1%) and for showing
advertisements (91.1%).
Respondents’ preference for transparency of conclusions
(Fig. 3b & c). Similarly, respondents showed a strong preference to
understand what the social media platform has concluded about
them (90.1%). Of the respondents, 87.7% stated that they were interested in understanding all conclusions the social media platform

had made about them and 83.2% believed that such an understanding would be valuable to them. Only 24% of respondents stated
that they do not care about conclusions the social media platform
draws about them. Finally, similarly large majorities of respondents
expressed their desire to understand how their personal data was
used to create their UDP (96.7%). Of the respondents, 96.6% said
that they wanted access to their UDP in general (Fig. 3c).
Respondents’ preference for control over their UDP (Fig. 4).
While respondents showed a clear preference for transparency, their
desire to control (i.e., change or otherwise influence) their UDP
was mixed. A majority stated that the social media platform should
allow them to correct errors in the their UDP (90.2%). However, only
a small majority said they would be motivated to change wrong
conclusions in their UDP (60.2%). When we asked whether correcting and maintaining their UDP would be “too tedious,” respondents
showed no clear preference (agree: 37.8% vs. disagree: 45.4%, neither:
16.8%). Approximately half of respondents (57.3%) believed they

Figure 4: Respondents state that the SMP should allow them to correct errors in their UDP but provide no clear preference on
whether they would be willing to correct and maintain their UDP.

Figure 5: Provided their UDP was transparent, respondents would compare elements of their UDP with a range of personal
attributes.
would be upset if the social media platform concluded something
about them that they thought was incorrect.
Respondents’ beliefs on the influence of the UDP on their
self-concept (comparison UDP vs. self-concept, Fig. 5). Provided they had access to their UDP, the majority of respondents
maintained that they would compare elements of their UDP with
the person they thought they were (84.1%). Most respondents said
they would compare interests in their UDP with their real interests (89.7%). Respondents further stated they would compare past
purchases (79.9%), past locations (79.9%, “last week”), and past social meetings (77.9%, “last week”) with those in their UDP. Among
the respondents, 82.7% would compare their political stance with
the one registered in their UDP and 74.3% of respondents would
compare their religious beliefs with those in their UDP.
Respondents’ beliefs on the influence of the UDP on their
self-concept (reevaluation of self-concept, Fig. 6). Only a minority of respondents believed that viewing their user data profile
would result in a reevaluation of their self-concept (agree: 21.5%).
Few respondents stated that they would reevaluate their interests
(agree: 17.3%), their future purchases (agree: 26.8%), their political
stance (agree: 11.5%) or their religious beliefs (agree: 9.22%) after
viewing their UDP.
Respondents’ beliefs on the influence of the UDP on their
self-concept (meaning of unaware identity declarations in
the UDP, Appendix Fig. 7). Respondents were undecided whether
social media conclusions were meaningful to them (agree: 47.3%

vs. disagree: 35.6%). A small majority of respondents disagreed
that conclusions about them in their UDP—that they did not know
about—would be meaningful to them (disagree: 53.8%). A small majority of respondents also objected to statements saying conclusions
about their political stance (disagree: 55.0%) or religious beliefs (disagree: 59.9%) in their UDP—that they did not know about—would
be meaningful to them. Finally, we asked respondents whether
their UDP would be a source of inspiration when looking for a
new interest. Only 41.1% of respondents said that they would look
into their UDP for suggestions on new interests. Likewise, respondents believed that when they saw an interest in their UDP that
they would not have believed to be their interest, then this “recommended” interest would not become a new interest for them (agree:
36.6%). An even smaller minority of respondents said that predicted
purchases in their UDP would influence actual future purchases
(agree: 34.6%).
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND
CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work, we argued that the computability of digital representations of personal identity creates normative trade-offs when social
media profiling generates identity claims that work only under the
constraints of computability and that people cannot understand,
view, or contest. Consequently, one of the key ethical challenges
of social media profiling is that it stands in contrast with people’s
ability to self-determine freely and autonomously. To illustrate the

Figure 6: Respondents strongly believe that viewing the content of their UDP would not cause them to reevaluate elements of
their self-concept.
inherently procedural nature of autonomous self-determination,
we revisited theories of personal identity in philosophy that underline two constitutive meta-principles: justification and control.
That is, individuals have the ability to justify and control essential
elements of their self-concept. The return to the philosophical basis
for the value of self-determination serves as a reminder that social
media profiling represents an inherently normative formalization
process of a person’s self-concept. Within the interpretative space
between data and declaration, social media platforms determine
the meaning of views, clicks, posts, and social relationships without
offering usable means for understanding or correcting essential
parts of this process. As such, social media identity declarations are
radically different from the procedural criteria laid out by theories
of personal identity in philosophy.
Taking a step toward understanding how “ordinary” social media users view social media identity declarations, we conducted
a vignette survey study. We found that people believe that social
media platforms can make a variety of accurate judgements about
them but that they cannot represent their entire self-concept. For
example, respondents thought that social media profiling is able to
accurately infer whether they have changed as a person over time,
but that it cannot tell an accurate story of their life since signing
up to the platform. Thus, respondents defined limits for the ability
of social media identity declarations to represent certain aspects of
their self-concept. Interestingly, respondents did claim that their
own user data profile (UDP) was unique and that other users had a
different UDP.
Respondents showed a strong preference for more transparency
and stated that they would compare their own self-concept with
a variety of social media identity declarations. However, the respondents in our study did not believe that social media identity
declarations would be meaningful to them. Respondents also stated
they would correct wrong identity declarations but showed no clear
motivation to manage them. Taken together, we believe that it is
reasonable to assume that social media users have at least some
motivation to control essential aspects of their social media identity
declarations. Providing such identity controls does present technological as well as design challenges for social media platform
operators. However, social media platforms go to great lengths to
offer advertisers usable controls to specify which user attributes
exactly they wish to include in their custom audiences. In providing
usable justification and control, social media platforms give priority

to advertisers determining detailed custom audiences for targeted
advertisement over giving users the possibility to understand, control, and rectify potential inaccuracies in their user profiles.
Finally, respondents did not believe that social media identity
declarations would influence their self-concept. Respondents stated
that previously unknown identity declarations would be unlikely
to become part of their self-concept and they strongly objected
that viewing social media identity declarations would cause them
to reevaluate their self-concept. Future studies should try to understand whether people’s self-concept is resilient to social media
identity declarations as participants stated in our study. Perhaps
people are overconfident in the immunity of their self-concept
against social media declarations? Also, a majority of respondents
expressed the desire to compare components of their UDP with
their self-concept. Considering our results, we take it that people
are, at least, curious to understand how social media platforms interpret them based on their personal information. They acknowledge
the narrative force of social media profiling but do not strongly
believe in its capacity to shape their self-concept. We encourage future studies to explore whether our findings extend to social media
users in other cultures.
To conclude, we have focused on the process by which social
media generate identity declarations based on personal information
through user profiling. In comparison to the large corpus of studies
that have focused on the consequences of user profiling (e.g., filter
bubbles, misinformation), philosophical accounts on the procedural
aspects of social media user profiling remain scarce. While our
vignette study produces an initial understanding of the relationship
between social media users and their identity declarations, we
expect that this account provides ample opportunity for follow-up
studies on the ethical challenges of social media profiling. Social
media will continue to exercise its power to partake in the formation
and development of formalistic self-concepts. We provide evidence
that social media users think so, too.
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A APPENDIX STUDY MATERIALS
A.1 Hypothetical Vignette Scenario
Please read the following scenario carefully:
Imagine that you are an active member of a global social media
platform. Think of a social media platform that is similar to a handful of prominent examples such as Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram.
Imagine that, on this platform, you are an active member and regularly post content. For example, you frequently upload images to the
platform. When your friends publish similar posts, you commonly
“react” to their posts. Generally, you often consume the content that
the platform presents to you in its so-called “news feed”.
More specifically, the data you share with the platform includes
your real name, your age, and gender. You also share your current
location with the platform, your social contacts, your relationship
status, the type of device you use, and your activity data: what content
you view and click on when you use the platform and at what time
you do so. You are aware that the social media platform has developed
algorithms that attempt to draw a variety of conclusions about you
based on the types of data you share. The social media platform states
that it uses such “conclusions about you” in order to show you more
suitable content and product advertisement.
Some conclusions may be based on the data you share actively and
consciously. For example, when you provide your real birthday, the
platform uses this information to show you content that it takes to
be suitable for your age group. Some conclusions about you are based
on data that you share implicitly, so you may not be aware that you
have shared such data about you.
For example, since you share your location data, the platform
tries to conclude where you work and live. As another example, the
platform also tries to conclude what hobbies you have based on your
friends’ activities. The platform attempts to conclude your interests
(e.g., movies, music, or books you might like) and your behaviors (e.g.,
what you buy, who you meet). It tries to conclude your religious beliefs
(e.g., whether you are part of a religion or an atheist) and your political
stance (e.g., whether you consider yourself liberal or a conservative).
The social media platform also tries to draw conclusions about who
you are as a person more generally; for example, how you might react
to certain content, how introverted or extroverted you are, or how
sociable you are.
Now, please imagine that the social media platform combines and
stores all conclusions about you in your user data profile. Again, the
social media platform claims that it needs the content of your user
data profile to know what content and advertisement you find suitable.
The social media platform generates all of its revenues by showing
you advertisements.
To recap, there are two different user profiles on social media: One
profile that you use to share posts or share messages, your profile on
the social media platform. The other one is generated by the social
media platform about you, which will be referred to as your “user
data profile” for the rest of the survey. All survey questions relate to
your user data profile, not your social media profile.

You were shown a description of a social media platform. You will
now be asked questions regarding your personal perception of social
media platforms like the one described previously. All questions relate
to a social media platform that was introduced to you in the opening
text.
Please answer these questions from your own point of view.

A.2

Manipulation Checks (in-text)

(1) Asked prior to vignette text: It is important that you pay
attention to this study. Please read the scenario described
below carefully.
• Please confirm this by selecting “Strongly disagree.”
(2) Asked at the end of the vignette text: Please indicate which
of the following is true.
My user data profile is:
• My social media profile that I use to socialize when I log on
to the social media platform.
• My profile that the social media platform’s algorithms generate about me based on the data I share explicitly and
implicitly.
• I don’t know.

A.3

Survey Questions

7-point-scale, 1 = “Strongly disagree” to 7 = “Strongly Agree,” and
“I don’t want to answer.”
Questions were divided into 5 categories and shown to respondents in random order within these categories. Participants did not
see headlines of question categories.

• I believe that social media algorithms are able to accurately
conclude who I meet.
• I believe that social media algorithms are able to accurately
conclude my political stance.
• I believe that social media algorithms are able to accurately
conclude my religious beliefs.
• I believe that the social media platform is able to know where I
stand on important issues such as my acceptance of the Covid19 vaccination.
• I believe that the social media platform is able to know where
I stand on important issues such as climate change.
• I believe that the social media platform is able to know where
I stand on important issues such as immigration.
• The social media platform is able to distinguish between who
I am in private and who I am in social contexts on the social
media platform.
• The social media platform is able to distinguish between who I
am in private and who I am in social contexts when I am not
online.
Accurate judgments (temporal)
• The social media platform is able to keep my user data profile
up to date with my interests, behaviors, and beliefs as they
change over time.
• My user data profile from a month ago includes conclusions
about me that are still accurate today.
• My user data profile from a year ago includes conclusions about
me that are still accurate today.
• After having been an active user on the social media platform
for several years, the platform can conclude whether I have
changed as a person since I started using the platform.
• My entire user data profile tells an accurate story of the life
that I have lived since I started using the platform.
The normativity of an accurate UDP

Accurate judgments (general)
• The social media platform is able to draw correct conclusions
about me.
• I believe that the social media platform is able to know what
is valuable to me.
• I believe that my user data profile is unique. Other users have
a different user data profile.
• If close friends and family saw my user data profile, they would
be able to identify that it’s me.
Accurate judgments (specifics)
• I believe that social media algorithms are able to accurately
conclude what my interests are (e.g., movies, music, or books I
like).
• I believe that social media algorithms are able to accurately
conclude what I have bought in the past.
• I believe that social media algorithms are able to accurately
conclude what I will buy in the future.
• I believe that social media algorithms are able to accurately
conclude where I go.

• The social media platform should take precautions to make
sure that my user data profile is accurate.
• The social media platform should double-check my user data
profile for accuracy, even if it takes them time or possibly other
resources (e.g., money or additional employees) to do so.
• The social media platform should collect as much of my data as
possible to ensure my user data profile is as correct as possible.
• The social media platform should collect my data to generate
my user data profile.
Transparency of data collection & use
• The collection of my data should be disclosed to me clearly and
transparently.
• The social media platform should disclose the way they collect
and use my data.
• I want to know what data the social media platform has used
to show advertisements to me.
Transparency of SMP conclusions about me

• I want to know what the social media platform has concluded
about me.
• I am interested in understanding all the conclusions the social
media platform has made about me.
• It is valuable to me to understand all the conclusions the social
media platform has made about me.
• I do not care about the conclusions that the social media platform makes about me.
Transparency of UDP
• It is important to me that I am aware and knowledgeable about
how my personal data will be used for my user data profile.
• The social media platform should allow me to access my user
data profile.
Changing my UDP
• The social media platform should allow me to correct errors in
my user data profile.
• I am motivated to change conclusions that I think are wrong
in my user data profile.
• I am upset if the social media platform concludes something
about me that I think is wrong.
• If my user data profile was made transparent to me, then
correcting and maintaining my user data profile would be too
tedious for me.

• If I was shown the content of my user data profile, it would
cause me to reevaluate my political stance.
• If I was shown the content of my user data profile, it would
cause me to reevaluate my religious beliefs.
Influence of self-concept (unaware elements)
• If I could view the content of my user data profile, then the
conclusions the social media platform has made about me
would have meaning to me.
• If my user data profile contains conclusions about who I am
that I did not know about, then these conclusions don’t have
meaning to me.
• If my user data profile contains conclusions about my political
stance that I did not know about, then these conclusions don’t
have meaning to me.
• If my user data profile contains conclusions about my religious
beliefs that I did not know about, then these conclusions don’t
have meaning to me.
• If I was looking for a new interest, I would look into my user
data profile for a suggestion.
• If my user data profile contains conclusions about my interests
(e.g., movies, music, or books that I like) that I do not know
about, then these conclusions will likely become new interests
of mine.
• If my user data profile contains conclusions about what I will
likely buy in the future, that I didn’t know about, then these
conclusions will likely influence what I buy in the future.

If I could view my UDP
• If I had the ability to view my user data profile, I would compare
elements of the user data profile to the person that I think I am.
• If I had the ability to view my interests (i.e., movies, music,
or books that I like) in my user data profile, I would compare
them to my own real interests.
• If I had the ability to view what the social media platform
claims I have bought in the past, I would compare it to what I
have actually bought.
• If I had the ability to view where the social media platform
claims I went in the past week, I would compare it to where I
really went last week.
• If I had the ability to view who the social media platform claims
I have met in the past week, I would compare it to who I met
in the past week.
• If I had the ability to view my political stance in my user data
profile, I would compare it to my own real political stance.
• If I had the ability to view my religious beliefs in my user data
profile, I would compare them to my own real religious beliefs.
If I was shown the content of my UDP
• If I was shown the content of my user data profile, it would
cause me to reevaluate who I am.
• If I was shown the content of my user data profile, it would
cause me to reevaluate my interests (i.e., movies, music, or
books that I like).
• If I was shown the content of my user data profile, it would
cause me to reevaluate what I will buy in the future.

A.4

Demographics

54.3% of participants were female, 43.8% male, and 1.9% defined
themselves as other. 69% of participants were between 18 and 35
years old. 56.8% of participants had some form of university education, 33.4% had at least a high school diploma. 50.8% of participants
were employees, 18.2% were students. Finally, 92.9% of participants
listed their current country of residence as the United States.
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APPENDIX FIGURE 7

Figure 7 shows respondents’ beliefs on the influence of the UDP on
their self-concept. In particular, we wanted to understand whether
participants would attribute meaning to identity declarations in
their user data profile (UDP) that they were not aware of. Figure 7
is shown on the following page.

Figure 7: Respondents’ ratings were largely divided over the question whether UDP conclusions would be meaningful to them
and whether unknown identity declarations would carry meaning for them.

